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RESPOND THRIVE

Prepare & manage continuity Learn & emerge stronger Prepare for the next normal

DEFENSIVE M&A

M&A activities to safeguard the company’s future

Divestments (incl. managed exit) & Separations: The ongoing 

economic pressure will lead to divestment of both non-core 

and highly sought after assets, that do not typically come to 

the market. In this scenario, sellers must be aware that there 

will be a limit on potential buyers and prepare themselves to 

avoid asset fire-sales.

Integration & Value creation services: In the past 12-15 

months companies made over $3 trillion worth of acquisitions 

and this included over $800 billion worth of megadeals. Taking 

decisive measures to integrate these recent acquisitions will 

help companies aggressive cut costs and free up working 

capital.

Investor activism and defense: Aggressively pursuing value 

creation opportunities during downward cycles is key to 

sustained performance: what might shareholder activists or 

hostile bidders demand? This could include a reconsideration 

of shareholder returns, capital structure, cash management 

etc. 

E2E distressed M&A: PE, activist investors, distressed 

investors and large corporates with strong balance sheets are 

all in a position of real cash strength to rapidly move to take 

on more ‘predatory’ M&A strategies.

OFFENSIVE M&A

M&A to accelerate business model transformation

Supply chain optimization: Sectors with structural disruptions 

like manufacturing, automotive, energy and resources will 

need to restart and “de-globalize” their supply chain; gaps in 

the value chain or routes to market must be filled.

M&A strategy: Sectors with irreversible changes like specialty 

retail, hospitality, healthcare’ sports and live entertainment. 

The Covid-19 impact will force irreversible changes to 

business models and in such situations, pursuing an inorganic 

growth strategy will be of prime importance.

Disruptive M&A: Sectors that are more resilient like consumer 

products, financial services, tech and telecom should 

experience declines in valuations. Disruptive technologies 

should present once-in-a-cycle M&A opportunities (e.g. 

enterprise communication, cloud tech).

Alliances & JV advisory: Sector convergence underpinned by 

alliances like media, banking and general retail. The “new 

normal” is likely to accelerate sector convergence driven by 

new customer behaviors and spending patterns; companies 

need to pursue new partnerships as well as M&A; 

partnerships could include nimble players in the eco-system 

and traditional partners.

RECOVER

Coming up next week: Covid-19: How to conduct a M&A project in a virtual environment ?
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Covid-19: How can M&A can help prepare and 
accelerate your recovery?

Deloitte has developed a global methodology to support our clients in being resilient and dealing with the Covid-19 crisis.
Visit our site with exclusive content about the pandemic and for more insights on M&A, please visit our webpage.

The future of the deal

In our previous article, we discussed the potential impacts to M&A as a result of Covid-19 in Brazil. Today we analyze how companies can
use M&A to prepare and accelerate their recovery through a combination of offensive and defensive strategies.
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